
 An A3 sheet of paper or 
card, a fine marker pen and 
a ruler

 1 teddy for each room of 
your house (from your 
chosen floor/storey), or 
other soft toy

 A differently coloured 
pencil crayon for each 
teddy

10–15 minutes

CAN I HAVE MY PENCIL BACK, PLEASE?

Preparation before the session: Prepare an A3 plan of the one of the floors of your home, showing all the doors 
and windows. Then put a teddy into each room, with a coloured pencil in their paws or lap, and close the door 
to the rooms. Mark the doors to the rooms on your plan with circles the same colour as the pencils, as shown 
above.

Becoming Familiar with the Plan:

Show your child the floor plan of the rooms in your home. If your house has more than one floor/storey, explain 
which the plan represents and go to that floor now. Talk to them about the layout of the rooms and any 
hallway/corridor shown on the plan, and point out significant features such as the doors and windows.

Ask your child questions about the plan and ask them to point to the rooms on the map to answer them. For 
example: Where exactly do we come into the house/flat/apartment when we arrive home? Where is this room? 
(Point to an actual room in your home.) Where is the toilet? Where is Mummy’s office? Where do we have our 
lunch? Where do you go for a nap? 

Play ‘Can I Have My Pencil Back, Please?’:

Tell your child that you need their pencil crayons back, and that the teddies have been playing in some of the 
rooms with them. Draw your child’s attention to the coloured circles that mark the doors. Say: First, I need my 
red pencil back. So you need to find the red circle door on the plan and then go to that room and get the pencil 
from the teddy. But please remember to be polite – say, ‘Can I have my pencil back, please?’ And then bring the 
coloured pencil crayon back here.

Give your child the plan, and ask them to go and get the pencil. When they return, ask questions about what 
they did: Which room did you have to go to? Which teddy had the red coloured pencil? 

If you have another child doing the activity, have them ask the questions when the other child comes back, and 
take turns at going to find a particular pencil. Make sure that when it’s not their turn, they can’t see the plan or 
hear what you ask for, so that they have more to ask about when the other child returns.

Repeat the process for the other coloured pencils, until your child has retrieved all of them. 

Your child can locate a place in a building that is marked on a complex floor plan.

To develop the ability to read a floor plan with several rooms
To develop spatial awareness
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